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Abstract
The present paper deals with the problem of nding a consistent one-variable
pattern from incomplete positive and negative examples. The studied problems
are called an extension, a consistent extension and a robust extension, denoted
by e, ce and re, respectively. The e corresponds an ordinary decision problem
of nding a consistent one-variable patterns for given positive and negative examples. On the other hand, an example string is allowed to contain some unsettled symbols that is potentially matching with every constant symbol. For ce,
we must settle a suitable assignment for these symbols as well as we must nd
a one-variable pattern consistent with the examples w.r.t the assignment. The
re requires more universal consistency, i.e., a correct one-variable pattern must
be consistent with the examples w.r.t every assignment. The decision problems
are closely connected with the learnability of one-variable pattern languages
from positive and negative examples. Then, we estimate the computational
complexity of the problems.

1 Introduction.
A pattern is a string consisting of constant symbols and variable symbols. The language generated by a pattern  is the set of all strings obtained by substituting strings
of constants for the variables of  [1]. During the last decade, a number of researchers
have been widely investigated the learnability of pattern languages with respect to
many paradigms (cf., e.g., [6, 10, 12, 13]).
Marron [13] considered a learning model in which a single positive example is
given. He proposed a greedy learning algorithm and showed that k-variable patterns
are learnable using polynomially many membership queries in his model.
Kearns and Pitt [10] investigated the PAC-learnability of k-variable pattern. They
gave an algorithm that learn a target pattern by producing a polynomial sized disjunction of patterns from any product distribution. However, it is open whether their
result holds for arbitrary distribution.
Lange and Wiehagen [12] studied learning all pattern languages in the limit. They
provided a learner that may output inconsistent guesses, but it achieves polynomial
1
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update time. Erlebach et al [6] investigated the learnability of one-variable pattern
languages in the limit and they designed very ecient learning algorithm, using the
concept of descriptive patterns, that achieves update time O(n2 log n), where n is
the size of the input sample. In particular, the best known algorithm to compute
descriptive one-variable patterns requires O(n4 log n) (cf. [1]). The readers should refer
to as to other nice results of learnability of pattern languages (cf., e.g., [6, 15, 16]).
This continuous interest in pattern languages has many reasons. One of them is
its potential applications (cf., e.g., [3, 14]). In these applications, eciency of an
algorithm becomes central issue. Then, various researchers studied the eciency of
learning algorithms.
On the other hand, another important aspect of pattern languages is its information
theoretical interest. Because process of guessing descriptive patterns is a kind of
recognition problems in Formal Language Theory, this aspect is very closed to the
learnability of pattern languages and many attractive results are provided (cf., e.g., [4,
8, 9]).
Along this line of theoretical researches, recently Boros et al formalized the notion
of monotone extensions (cf. [5]). Their motivation comes from an observation that real
world data are often \monotone", and in such cases it is natural to build a monotone
hypothesis.
Given a data, a suitable hypothesis is called an extension. An extension is required
to express given data exactly. The problem of nding an extension is denoted by e.
Since real world data sometime contains an inde nite value, in this case we should
modify the value. There are two kinds of interpretations. One is that we consider
an establishment of the value to be critical for our hypothesis. The other is that the
value does not in uence our hypothesis. Then, they also proposed the corresponding
hypothesis spaces called consistent extension ce and robust extension re, respectively.
Given data, ce is the problem of nding an extension and a modi cation such
that the extension is consistent with the data with respect to the modi cation, and
re is the problem of nding an extension such that it is consistent with the data
with respect to all possible modi cations. Other hypothesis spaces for extensions are
introduced in [5].
Boros et al assumed the class of monotone Boolean functions as the hypothesis
space and analyzed the computational complexity of the above problems (cf. [5]). As
was shown in [3], patterns are adaptable for management of real data. Then, we
try to expand their protocol into the class of pattern languages. In general, by the
intersection theorem in [1], possible hypotheses does not increase even if we get a data
successively. Thus, the class of one-variable patterns is considered to be monotone,
naturally. In this study we give the formal de nitions of e, ce and re for one-variable
patterns and investigate the complexity of them.

2 Preliminaries.
An alphabet is a nite set of symbols, denoted by 6. By 63 , we denote the free
monoid over 6 (cf. [7]). The empty string of length zero is denoted by ". Then, the
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set of all non-empty strings is denoted by 6+. Let x be a symbol not contained in 6.
Every string  2 (6 [ fxg)+ is called a one-variable pattern and x is referred to as
the variable of . By P at, we denote the class of one-variable patterns.
Let and be strings. By ]( ; ), we denotes the occurrences of in , e.g.,
](abc; b) = 1 and ](ababa; ab) = 2. The length of is denoted by j j. The i-th symbol
of from the left is denoted by [i] and (i) denotes the pre x of in length i, e.g.,
abbca[2] = abbca[3] = b and abbca(3) = abb. Moreover, for 1  i  j  j j, [i; j ]
denotes the substring [i] [i + 1] 1 1 1 [j ], e.g., abbca[2; 4] = bbc.
For  2 P at and u 2 6+ , we denote by [x=u] the string w 2 6+ obtained by
replacing all x in  by u. The string u is called a substitution for x of . For every
 2 Pat, we de ne the language of  by
L( ) =def fw 2 6+ j 9u 2 6+ ; w =  [x=u]g:
We assume nite sets of strings, denoted by P and N , where P \ N = ;. A
member of P is called a positive example and a member of N is called a negative
example. A pattern  2 P at is called consistent with a string w if w 2 L( ) and w is
a positive example, or w 62 L() and w is a negative example. Similarly,  is said to
be consistent with P [ N if it is consistent with every member of the set.
Let ? be a special symbol not belonging to 6 [ fxg. A string w 2 6 [ f?g+ is
called incomplete if ](w; ?)  1. Moreover, P [ N is also called incomplete if at least
one member of P [ N is incomplete. For an alphabet 6, 86 denotes the set of partial
functions ' : 6+ 2 IN 7! 6 such that
'(w; i) =

(

an a 2 6 if w[i] = ?
w [i]
if w[i] 2 6:

For each string w 2 (6 [ f?g)+ and ' 2 86, the string '(w; 1)'(w; 2) 1 1 1 '(w; jwj)
is denoted by '(w), for short.
In [5], the notion of nding monotone extensions from missing bits is introduced
in order to nd a concept and an assignment for missing bits such that the concept is
consistent with given data with respect to the assignment. We apply this notion for
our problem of one-variable patterns. Let P and N be the form P = fui j 1  i  ng
and N = fvj j 1  j  mg.
Then, for each ' 2 86, by '(P [ N ), we denote the set
f'(ui) j ui 2 Pg [ f'(vi) j vi 2 N g:
De nition 1 Given P and N such that P [ N  6+, there exists an extension for
them i a  2 P at is consistent with all the strings in P [ N . On the other hand,
given incomplete P and N , there exists a consistent extension for them i a  2 P at
is consistent with '(P [ N ) for at least one ' 2 86 . Furthermore, there exists a
robust extension for them i a  2 Pat is consistent with '(P [ N ) for every ' 2 86 .

The extension problem is denoted by e, the consistent extension problem is denoted
by ce and the robust extension problem is denoted by re.
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3 Comparing the diculty of e and ce.
In this section, we study the complexity of the ordinary consistency problem e and
its extended problem ce for one-variable patterns. For the problem e, given a string
in 6+ and a one-variable pattern, there is a standard polynomial-time algorithm to
check whether the string is generated by the pattern [1]. Then, we rst consider the
following membership problem of an incomplete string for a one-variable pattern.
De nition 2 For given w

2 (6 [ f?g)+ and  2 P at, the

existential membership

, denoted by 9Mem(; w), is accepted if there exists a ' 2 86 such that
'(w) 2 L( ).
problem

Lemma 1 9Mem(; w ) 2 P.
Proof. Let  = w1 xw2x 1 1 1 wnxwn+1. Since no erasing is allowed for any ' 2 6,
assuming '(w) 2 L() for some ' 2 6, we can decideP substrings s1 ; s2; : : : ; sn of w
beginning at positions jw1 j +1P
; jw1 j + js1 j +1; : : : ; and 1in jwi j +(n 0 1)js1j +1, respectively, where js1j = (jwj0 1jn+1 jwj j)=n. First, we compute the substrings and
its length. Let js1 j = m. Then, for each 1  i  m, we compare all s1 [i]; s2[i]; : : : ; sn [i].
If n 0 1 or all the symbols are ?, then there is a ' for '(s1 [i]) = 1 1 1 = '(sn[i]). Else
if all sj [i] 2 6 (1  j  n) are equal each other, then such a ' also exists, and
there is no such a ' 2 86 otherwise. Once the check is successfully nished, we set a
'0 2 86 such that '0(sj ) = '(sj ) and it assigns all other n + 1 substrings of w onto
w1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wn+1 , respectively. Thus, we can decide polynomially whether there exists
' 2 86 such that '(w) 2 L( ).
2

Hence, in the sense of polynomial-time, any incomplete string does not make membership problem dicult. Moreover, this feature does not collapse in more tight class,
indeed all the check in Lemma 1 can be done in NC1 . Then, we analyze the eciency
of incomplete strings for more dicult problem ce. The corresponding problem is e.
Although e is clearly in NP, it is unknown the hardness for NP1.
Now, we assume a restriction of ce such that a given P consists of only grand
strings, i.e., P = fui j 1  i  n; ui 2 6+ g. The restricted problem is denoted by
rce. Then, the equivalence of e and rce for P at is concluded as follows.
Theorem 1 e is NP-complete i rce is NP-complete.
Proof. By Lemma 1, it follows that rce is in NP. The remained part is the reducibility of e under the assumption that rce is NP-complete. Let P = fui j 1  i 
n; ui 2 6+ g and N = fvj j 1  j  m; vj 2 (6 [ f?g)+g. Then, we set P 0 = P and
N 0 = fvj0 j 1  j  m; vj0 2 6+ g such that vj0 [k] = vj [k] if vj [k] 2 6 and vj0 [k] = akj
if vj [k] = ? for each 1  k  jvj j, where all akj are not contained in 6 and they are

distinct each other.
1

General pattern consistency is 6p2 -complete and regular pattern consistency is NP-complete.
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Next, we show the consistency. Assume that there exists ' 2 86 and  2 P at
such that  is consistent with '(P [ N ). Since P = P 0 has no string containing ?,
the  is consistent with P 0. If a vj 2 N contains no ?, then  is also consistent with
the corresponding vj0 because vj0 = vj . The critical case is that a string vj contains at
least one ?. If a ? appears in a k-th position of vj such that it is not corresponding
to any substitution for x of , then since jvj j = jvj0 j, the symbol akj = vj0 [k] is not
contained in any possible substitution for x, yet. Note that any akj is not in 6. Thus,
vj0 62 L(). The last case is that all ? are removed by substitutions for x. Since all akj
are distinct, clearly vj0 62 L().
Conversely, let for any  2 P at and ' 2 86, there exists vj 2 N such that
vj 2 L( ). Let the vj be of w w0, where w; w0 2 63 and ]( ; ?)  1. If a  contains
two or more variables, one of them must correspond to a substring of vj containing ?.
Then, by selecting suitable ', we can avoid vj . This is a contradiction. Thus, each
 must be of the form wxw0 . Hence, vj0 2 L( ). The converse reduction is trivial.
Therefore, we obtain the result.
2
From this Theorem, it seems that incomplete strings as negative examples causes
no eciency for consistency problem. However, it is open whether there is a gap
between rce and ce. Moreover, there is a chance that e and rce are members in
inside of NP, e.g., NP \ co-NP, randomized P and P.

4 Analyzing the diculty of re.
The aim of this section is to show the NP-completeness of another problem re. Then,
we begin with the membership problem closed to re de ned as follows. Similarly to
De nition 2, we assume w 2 (6 [ f?g)+ and  2 P at.
De nition 3 The universal membership
cepted if '(w) 2 L() for all ' 2 86 .

problem

, denoted by 8Mem(; w), is ac-

Lemma 2 8Mem(; w ) 2 P.
Proof. Assume that '(w ) 2 L() for every ' 2 86. Let s is the substitution for x.
If w[i] = ? and it is not contained in s, then we can take other '0 2 86 such that
'0 (w[i]) 6= '(w [i]) and '0 (w[j ]) = '(w [j ]) for all j 6= i. It follows that '0(w ) 62 L( ).
Thus, every ? must be contained in the substitution s. In this case, if ](; x)  2,
then we can lead a contradiction analogously. Hence, the required  and w must be
of  = w1 xw2 and w = w1 w0 w2 , where w1 ; w2 2 63 and ](w0 ; ?)  1. Conversely, if 
and w are of these forms, for all ' 2 86 , '(w) 2 L().
2

We recall the problem of the robust extension (re) for one-variable patterns in
De nition 1. This problem requires the universal consistency of a one-variable pattern
for every ' 2 86 . Now, we give a log-space reduction from the 3-SAT to re below.
Lemma 3 re is log-space reducible from 3-SAT.
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Proof. Let C = C1 ^ C2 ^1 1 1^ Cm be a 3-CNF of n variables x1; x2 ; : : : ; xn such that
Ci = (`i1 _ `i2 _ `i3 ), where each `ij denotes a positive or negative literal of xij , i.e.,
`ij 2 fxij ; xij g, 1  i  n and j 2 f1; 2; 3g. Let us set an alphabet consisting of n + 3
symbols such that 6 = fa1 ; a2; : : : ; an+1 g [ fA; Bg. First, we compute the strings 1 ,
2, 3

and

4

such that

= a1 A2a2 BanA2 an+1 ,
2 = a1 Aa2 Aa3 1 1 1 an Aan+1 ,
3 = a1 A2a2 A2 a3 1 1 1 an A2an+1 and
4 = a1 A3a2 A3 a3 1 1 1 an A3an+1 .
1

Next, for each Ci = (`i1 _`i2 _`i3 ), we compute a string i = a1 1 a2 2 a3 1 1 1 an n an+1
such that for each 1  j  n, j = BA if xj 2 f`i1 ; `i2 ; `i3 g, j = AB if xj 2
f`i1 ; `i2 ; `i3 g and j = ?? otherwise. Finally, we output P = f( 3 ; 1); ( 4 ; 1)g as the
positive examples and N = f( 1 ; 0); ( 2 ; 0); ( k ; 0) j 1  k  mg as the negative
examples.
Claim: Each one-variable pattern  consistent with ( 1 ; 0); ( 2 ; 0); ( 3; 1) and
( 4 ; 1) must be of the form  = a1 X1a2 X2 a3 1 1 1 an Xn an+1, where Xi 2 fAx; xAg and
1  i  n.

We rst prove this claim. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a substitution
other than [x=A] for  that is consistent with the examples. Then, we can consider
the following cases.
Case 1. A substitution contains ai 2 fa1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; an+1 g. In this case,  must be of
the form wxw0 such that w 2 fa1; a1A; a1 AAg and w0 2 fan+1; Aan+1 ; AAan+1 g. For
each possible w and w0,  is inconsistent with the negative example ( 1 ; 0).
Case 2. The substitution is [x=AA]. In this case, the pattern  must be of the
form a1 X1 a2X2 a3 1 1 1 an Xn an+1 , where Xi 2 fAA; xg for each 1  i  n. If Xj = AA
for some 1  j  n, then  must contains aj AAaj+1 as its a substring. Since
]( 4 ; aj AAaj +1 ) = 0, it is a contradiction. Thus, in this case,  must be of the form
a1xa2xa3 1 1 1 anxan+1. This pattern is inconsistent with the negative example ( 2 ; 0).
Case 3. The substitution is [x=A]. Then,  = a1 X1 a2 X2 a3 1 1 1 an Xn an+1 , where
Xi 2 fAx; xA; AAg for each 1  i  n. If Xj = AA for some 1  j  n,  contains
aj AAaj +1 as its substring, that is a contradiction for ( 4 ; 1). Thus, the claim is true.
In the further discussion, we denote
PI = fa1X1 a2 X2 a3 1 1 1 anXnan+1 j Xi 2 fAx; xAg; 1  i  ng:
By this claim, the remained part of the proof is reduced to show that the 3-CNF C
is satis able i there exists a  2 PI such that '( j ) 62 L() for all 1  j  m and
' 2 86 .
Assume that the CNF C is satis able, i.e., there exists a truth assignment f :
fx1; x2 ; : : : ; xng 7! f0; 1g such that for each clause Ci = (`i1 _ `i2 _ `i3 ), an `j 2
f`i1 ; `i2 ; `i3 g ful lls exactly one of the following conditions.
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`j = xj and f (xj ) = 1, or

Case II.

`j = xj and f (xj ) = 0,

where 1  j  n. On the other hand, there is a corresponding  2 PI such that
Xj = Ax if f (xj ) = 1 and Xj = xA if f (xj ) = 0.
Recall the construction of i (1  i  m). Each i is of a1 Y1 a2Y2a3 1 1 1 an Ynan+1 ,
where Yj = BA if xj 2 f`i1 ; `i2 ; `i3 g, Yj = AB if xj 2 f`i1 ; `i2 ; `i3 g and Yj = ??
otherwise.
In Case I,  and i are of the following forms:
 = a1 X1 a2X2 a3 1 1 1 ak Axak+1 1 1 1 an Xn an+1 and
i

= a1 Y1 a2 Y2 a3 1 1 1 ak BAak+1 1 1 1 anYn an+1 .

We note that jj = j ij for each 1  i  m. Then, pi[x=w] 6= '( i) for any substitution
[x=w] and ' 2 86 . Similarly in Case II, [3k 0 2; 3k +1] = xA and i[3k 0 2; 3k +1] =
AB . Thus, there is no chance for '( i ) 2 L( ).
Conversely, let the CNF C be unsatis able. Then, for each  2 P I , there exists i
corresponding to the clause Ci = (`i1 _ `i2 _ `i3 ) such that
 = a1 X1 a2X2 a3 1 1 1 an Xn an+1 ,

= a1 Y1 a2 Y2 a3 1 1 1 anYnan+1 and
for each j 2 fi1 ; i2 ; i3g Yj = AB if Xj = Ax and Yj = BA if Xj = xA.
i

We set ' for

i

by

'( i ; k) =

(

 [k]; if  [k] 2 fa1 ; a2 ; : : : ; an+1g [ fAg;
B
if [k] = x:

It follows '( i) 2 L() for the substitution [x=B]. Hence, the CNF C is satis able
i there exists a  2 P at such that for all ' 2 86,  is consistent with '(P ) and
'(N ).
2
Theorem 2 re is NP-complete, even if jj6jj = 3.
Proof. For the length n of a shortest positive example, by enumerating all possible
 2 P at at most length n nondeterministically, we can check the universality of 
for all ' 2 86 in a polynomial time. Then, by Lemma 3, the NP-completeness
is concluded. Moreover, even if we restrict an alphabet to be 6 = fa; A; Bg, the

reduction preserves the consistency for 3-SAT.

2
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It is an open question whether the above hardness are concluded even if jj6jj = 2.
In this reduction, there exist four possible substitutions Ax; xA; xx and AA. Can we
remove only the last two cases by using no dividing symbol?
There are other related works on one-variable patterns not solved in this paper. In
the problems e, ce and re, if no correct pattern is found, then our answer is just 'no'.
However, in this case, we often need an approximate hypothesis. Thus, one is the
problem of nding an optimal hypothesis for the given data. For the formalization of
the problem, we would need the average-case analysis technique in [6].
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